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TILES AND TESSELLATIONS

Featuring a family-friendly design, this resort-style pool by Quasar Pools is as stylish 
as it is functional.

OUTDOOR DESIGN – LANDSCAPING

MODERN MEDITERRANEAN 

A lush planting palette surrounds a central aquatic oasis in this custom project by 
Transform Construction & Landscaping.

Briefed with creating an impressive pool and surrounding outdoor environment, the team at Transform Construction 
& Landscaping carefully considered every aspect of this design to ensure a truly one-of-a-kind result.

The Mediterranean-inspired design features a polarising blue and white colour scheme, accented with a pillared 
open-air cabana, poolside seating and decorative waterline tiles. The minimalist pale travertine paving melds 
seamlessly with the aesthetic while also tempering the design with a modern feel.

The sheer-descent waterblade feature is a particular highlight that has a striking effect by day or night. The inclusion 
of LED lighting at the top of the waterfall and within the pool ensures the space can be utilised at all hours, making 
it ideal for outdoor throughout the year.

The space is further illuminated for a dramatic night-time look with the assistance of strategically placed Aqualux 
spike lights throughout the landscaping, which highlight both the walkways and bordering trees.  

OUTDOOR DESIGN – LANDSCAPING

Since it was established in 2014, Transform Construction & Landscaping has fast become a trusted company for 
backyard design and construction. Led by owner and director Luke Bruni, who has more than 20 years of experience, 
the team is committed to creating beautiful, high-quality, backyard havens.

The company caters to a range of outdoor needs, and specialises in pool surrounds, outdoor pavilions and kitchens, 
water features, retaining walls, timber decking, pergolas, and concreting. The team is also renowned for its honed-
concrete pool surrounds, which create a sleek aesthetic that is difficult to achieve with tiles, as well its ability to 
drastically reduce the maintenance requirements of your space.

Every project undertaken by Transform Construction & Landscaping is handled from the design stage through to 
completion. Operating throughout the greater Sydney region, the company is dedicated to providing exceptional 
customer service, and always ensures complete attention will be paid no matter the task at hand.

The exceptional success the team has experienced over the past five years has inspired the recent launch of Transform 
Pools and Spas. Together, the two companies conveniently offer complete solutions for outdoor environments, 
regardless of size, budget or complexity.

CONTACT  
Transform Construction & Landscaping
7/6–8 Grahams Hill Road
Narellan
Mobile: 0405 461 430
Email: info@transformnsw.com
Website: www.transformnsw.com 


